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Organization for Basic Training (OBT)
Chiro Village
Our year in 2015

OBT Key Stats
Children attending OBT in 2015

243

( Previously in 2014 ) – 203

Volunteers with OBT in 2015
Total revenue in 2015

81
$56,752.57

Founded, in 2007, OBT is made possible by our generous contributors, volunteers and
community members. The year 2015 saw some significant advancements along the OBT
mission, including higher enrollment rates at OBT, the building of our water project, meals
for the elderly, initiation of the chicken farm, the building of a new bungalow, and the
construction of our library, OBT office and computer lab.
With the help of our contributors, 2015 was a big year for us here at OBT. This report
outlines our progress throughout the year along a number of projects as well as our plans
for the future in 2016. We look forward to continue this trend in the year to come. We hope
you find this report informative and that our work inspires your continued contribution to
our mission here in Chiro Village.
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OBT PROJECTS - 2015
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
In the year 2015, OBT has maintained the structure of classes that was established in 2014.
Mr. Thy continues to coordinate the classes by
training the other local teachers, and also
teaching English himself. Mr. Thy is financed by
two volunteers - Thank you for your continued
contribution Anna and Edward ! During the last
term of 2015, 2 local Khmer English teachers
were hired to ensure the continuity of the English
learning program. OBT is working to secure
funding for these teachers, who are essential for
the growth and improvement of our English
Program.
English Learning Program
This year, while maintaining the structure of the English program, we have focused on
improving the methods of teaching. The school-year is divided into 3 terms, with classes
offering 8 different levels of instruction from A0 (basic) up to D1 (advanced). Two additional
levels have been implemented (D0, D1) due to the growth of pupils and a positive
progression in learning. In total there are now 16 classes. With the teachers trained locally
by OBT staff and volunteers, we also now have 2 more teachers for daily English lessons.
An exam to monitor progress is administered monthly at every level.
In comparison to last year, our English program now allows for more flexibility in
curriculum. With the help of volunteers, a variety of new teaching techniques, such as
learning games and quizzes, have been implemented to improve comprehension and
encourage students to incorporate English in day-to-day interactions. This creates a more
interactive learning environment relative to traditional role learning methods.
At an organizational level, there has been a shift in focus towards reading comprehension,
encouraging students to apply the more foundational skills (grammar, spelling, vocabulary)
in practice. Easy to understand texts have been created for the lower levels, allowing them
to apply their knowledge of learnt vocabulary. The higher levels are given more complex
texts in order to gain a deeper and wider understanding of English and how it is used. For at
least 3 lessons per week, all students will practice reading comprehension and vocabulary.
With the new emphasis placed upon reading comprehension and the continued focus on
spoken English, students gain confidence in speaking and are able to form more solid
conversational skills.
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Scholarship Program
The youths in Chiro Village and surrounding communities are plagued by poverty and many
economic challenges. This year thanks to the generous support of WorkAway Info Website
and ex-volunteer Olivia, we have devised a scholarship program to help assist and support
the student’s educational needs and living costs. The aim of the program is to provide direct
aid to the highly motivated OBT youth which enables them to continue their basic education
in Khmer school. We currently support 63 students with scholarships which help pay for
school uniforms and school materials. To maintain these scholarships students must
demonstrate excellent academic drive and performance as well as exceptional commitment
to the development of OBT and the Chiro community. Primary school students receive 5USD
per month, generally used to supplement their nutrition at public school. Secondary and
high school students receive 18USD per month, used to pay for additional classes after
afterschool. Students who place in the top 3 of their class are provided with an additional
award for their academic excellence.
Music and Dance Program
Lessons in Khmer music and dance are
seeing extensive engagement from
students. Thanks to the donation
from Paul, an ex-volunteer from
United Kingdom, OBT is able to hire
music teachers and to buy new music
instruments. The children learn music
from
Monday
to
Friday
and
occasionally on weekends. This has
brought together children from the
community to share their love and
passion for music and culture. Youths who learn classical dance, choreography, song and
musical instruments have been extremely generous in sharing what they learnt in classes
with the local community to preserve the beautiful Khmer culture. The Heritage Lines and
Scenic Spirit provide our youths the opportunity to perform on their cruise ships twice a
week during high season.
These collaborations offer our youths the opportunity to
showcase their talents and give the guest the opportunity to learn about OBT/Chiro Village
and Khmer culture. Donations from the passengers have become a lifeline for OBT and
currently make up a great portion of our annual budget.
Equipment and Supplies
This year OBT purchased 5 bicycles that will be rented out to guests to visit the countryside.
While this is an added convenience for the guests, this also helps generate additional funds
for OBT. In addition to that, passengers of Heritage Line cruise ships regularly donate
stationary items and notebooks to OBT which are provided entirely to the students.
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We have added new music equipment to replace our aging inventory. Instrument where
purchased with money donated by ex-volunteer Paul who also provided funds to help pay
for a professional music instructor.
In October, Medecin Sans Frontiere (Doctors’ Without Borders) provided us with a generous
donation of office equipment such as benches and desks as well as 4 bicycles. We intend to
place the benches in the computer room that will be constructed in 2016. The desks serve
as teachers’ desks in each classroom.
Child care
OBT is also involved in child care, that’s why they decide to adopt two children this year to
give them the possibility to follow a normal scholarship. Both of them came from the same
family, the adoption was also a way to protect them of domestic violence and forced work.
Now both of them live in a family in Chiro village and go in the public school and follow
OBT’s program in the afternoon.
Donations
During the last term of 2015 OBT was granted a $15,000 grant from National Geographic
organization thanks to the assistance of Tom from Lindblad Expeditions. All of this money
will go towards the construction of a three rooms building that will house the library,
computer lab, and OBT office. Building is set to start in December 2015 and is targeted to
be completed within one year. In addition to that, OBT is indebted to the generous help
from Manuel and Fredo from Germany who have provided funds to cover for the director’s
salary, drinking water for the community and also provision of breakfast for OBT. We are
grateful to have also donations from Kevin Vadden, Jane Broadbent, Silvia, Dida and Blanca
for their assistance in making operations run more smoothly here in OBT. With donations,
OBT has been able to focus more on the children’s education and ways to improve the
organization to also bring benefit to the community.

CHIRO VILLAGE
Alongside all of our student-focused projects, we also have a number of community projects
to improve practical knowledge and resources to encourage sustainability for Chiro villagers.
Homestay/Guesthouse
This year we had about 90 visitors stay with us in
our homestay or guesthouse. The local businesses
and individuals such as fisherman, tuk tuk drivers,
restaurants and local shops have benefitted
greatly from this project as they help and
accompany the guests in discovering the beauty of
Chiro village. On a daily basis, there is a full cross
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cultural exchange which leaves a profound effect on both the local community who get to
meet and have conversations with foreigners and also gives guests the opportunity to have
a unique experience to dive into the culture and interact with the locals. The additional
income helps supplement the community and gives jobs to help fight poverty and hence,
encourage the growth of education.
Breakfast for the Elderly
This year, around 20 of the most impoverished elders have been provided with $0.50 each
day. This is about $15 per month for ready-to-eat breakfast. This food is often shared within
their household which can average around 5 people per house. This has impacted over 20
families by receiving nutritional assistance as well as the direct investment of over $300
dollars a month into the local economy which has assisted local businesses in the Chiro
community. This program has been a great success story thanks to the generous
contributions of our sponsors. With their support and the collaboration with the local
community, we will be able to continue this great program in 2016.
Organic Farming
Our organic farm is an ongoing project throughout the year.
The garden is lush and growing; however since its inception
majority of its development has been spearheaded by foreign
volunteers who come for different periods of time. The
mission of the organic farm is to be a vehicle of learning in
which to educate the youth and local community about the
benefits of organic farming as well as the dangers that
pesticides pose to their health. We hope in the future the
practice of organic farming will create a healthy and
sustainable culture among the villagers.
Chicken Farm
With the support of Cynthia O’Connell (ex-cruise Director of The Jahan), OBT has started its
first chicken farm. Construction of the chicken coop and duck pool began in May and since
then, we have successfully had multiple chicken hatchings. The goal of the chicken farm
initiative is to teach youth about the caretaking of chickens and develop the farm into a
business that can help supplement the OBT budget with the selling of mature chicken and
ducks.
Water for Chiro Project
The Chiro water project has evolved from an ambitious
dream to an amazing reality thanks in kind to the great
efforts and sponsorship of several individuals in
collaboration with OBT and the Chiro community which
include, but are not limited to, Oliva, Silvia, Nicola and
the Work Away organization.
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September
-



Planning a large scale water system for our community, Chirokrom 2.

October
-Purchasing of pipes by OBT and follow up community meeting. Late October,
families collaborate to dig and install water pipe system successfully connecting 75
homes.



November
-

second well and water pump were installed.

Although the water from the well has been certified safe for human consumption and is the
best alternative to the traditional method of obtaining water directly from the Mekong, OBT
has advised residents to refrain from drinking the well water until we have installed a water
filtration system. This task has been complicated by the high cost of the filter. Our next
fundraising efforts will be directed towards the purchase of the necessary filtration system.
Families connected to the water system will pay a minimum fee per month based on
consumption. The funds generated will be used for electricity, maintenance costs, salaries of
accountants and also maintenance workers. Any additional funds will be saved and used for
the development of further community projects such as building of toilets.

CONSTRUCTION
The beginning of 2015 was characterized by a good deal of construction work. We have
successfully upgraded several of our existing buildings, continue to expand and improve our
guesthouse program, and provide better educational facilities to our youth. We currently
have 1 bungalow and 1 riverside house in operation that visitors can rent. These buildings
are used for our guesthouse program which has proved successful and helps generate funds
for OBT.
Library
The existing library was upgraded thanks to the donation
received from Workaway Information. A new tin roof has
been installed as it is more weather resistant. Moreover,
the bamboo floor of the library was improved and
widened for the comfort and leisure of reading and
learning of students.
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Accommodation
The OBT bungalows had received an upgraded tile roof,
necessary in light of the heavy rains experienced
during rainy season.
The riverside house and green house received and
upgraded roof and walls to ensure weather resistance
during the rainy season and secure guest comfort.

Also, this year, a new guesthouse has been constructed within
the same parameters as the chicken farm. This bungalow was
originally intended to be the home of Sophal and his family who
finally decided that the building will help OBT by providing
additional accommodation for guest, thus increasing potential
earnings from the guesthouse program. OBT is now the owner
of this bungalow and had provided the money to finish the
construction to make it able to host guests. However, the
building isn’t totally complete; the outer walls, restroom/shower
and inner walls will be completed once enough funding is
secured to complete the project.
In the year 2015, we accommodated around 90 visitors. We advertise our accommodations
on websites such as I like local, Tripadvisor, WorkAway and Lonely planet.

OBT PROJECTS – 2016
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Higher Education
Many of the students at OBT will one day find themselves without the means to continue on
to college or even high school due to the prohibitive school fees. Often Cambodian families
find they are not able to send their children on to higher levels of education. That is why
OBT has initiated collaboration with Sala Bai School of Tourism and Egbok Misssion, to assist
OBT students in their pursuit of higher hospitality school training. Also OBT supported in
2015 one student in his medicine studies at the university. OBT wants to support more
students in the future and engage them to finish their higher education, to assure them the
result of a job.
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Computer classes
Given the increasing need for technical skills, we have made it a priority to offer computer
resources and training to our youth in the use computer programs and conduct research
online. These basic computer skills can give the children an edge in the job market as well
as the skills needed in higher education. While this goal was introduced in 2013 report, the
construction of the computer lab building will now enable us to make this idea a reality. The
next challenge is to raise the money necessary to purchase 10 desktop/laptops to furnish
our new computer lab.
Teacher uniforms
Mr. Thy currently buys uniform shirts for all teachers to ensure they look professional when
teaching and also to instill pride in their work when they travel to neighboring towns. We
would like this to be maintained for all OBT teachers in the future.

CHIRO VILLAGE
Breakfast for the Elderly/Food security
Food security is a real issue that inflicts many residents of Chirokrom 2. Those most
commonly affected are the elderly and children. Through the initiative made possible this
year by our donors who sponsored 20 elderly individuals we have seen the positive impact
that a meal has had upon their life, their family, and local businesses. We would like to
continue this and if possible expand the program to include children who we have identified
as at risk of suffering from food security. The direct goal of this program is more than
providing a meal, proper nutrition is fundamental to an individual’s ability to work and
thrive. With your support we can eliminate food insecurity in Chirokrom 2. In 2016 we will
work on maintaining this program if we have the additional funds in our budget.
Chicken Farm
In 2016 we plan to further develop the chicken farm. This is a long term project that
requires the nurturing of a healthy adult chicken and duck population. Once we have
achieved this we could precede with selling excess birds and eggs locally.
Water Project
In 2016 the Water Project will reach its final stage.
OBT will focus on raising the funds necessary for the
water filter as well as organizing and training
community member to maintain and manage the water
system. Fund raised from the project will go towards
funding additional community projects.
9
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Handicraft Project
A steep decline in commodity pricing and stiff competition has led to many of Chiro’s
villagers giving up farming as unprofitable. While some villagers have transitioned to other
jobs such as tuk-tuk driving and construction, many families are left without a means of
generating sufficient income. We continue to seek collaboration with skilled artisans that
may assist us in introducing a sustainable way for villagers to remain self-sufficient by
learning a trade such as basket weaving or other handicraft. In 2016 we will place greater
focus in moving forward this project.
A Toilet for Every Home Project
OBT recognizes the lack of access to sanitation facilities for most residents of Chiro village.
Currently most residents take care of their bodily needs and hygiene in the outdoors,
sometime outside their homes or near the Mekong River In 2014 OBT built a public
restroom which has been a great success in all aspects except that through its regular use
by community members, cleanliness has become an issue. For this reason and to promote
better health and hygiene OBT has proposed the construction of one restroom per home.
We estimate that each restroom furnished with a toilet and shower will cost roughly
$200/unit for the materials. Labor will be provided by the families in supervision of an
experienced builder. The idea is to draw from potential funds generated from the water
project as well as any additional funds raised
by the community/sponsors which will be used
to purchase the materials needed to build the
restrooms. A lottery will be held as the funds
become available, winners will be provided with
the materials to construct a restroom in their
home. This is a long term project and will be
subject to availability of funds.

CONSTRUCTION
School Facilities
One of the major construction projects on the books for 2015-2016 is a new 3-room
building. The primary use will be as a new computer lab for the children. The other rooms in
the building could house the OBT office and student library. This will free up the current
library building to be used for music practice and instrument storage. This building is set to
be complete in 2016.
Accommodations
With the completion of the new guesthouse we will have expanded our capacity to host
greater number of visitors. This could translate to more funds generated through our
successful guesthouse/homestay program that will help supplement OBT’s budget.
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STUDENTS AFTER OBT
SALA BAI HOTEL SCHOOL, EGBOK MISSION
Located in Siem Reap, Sala Bai Hotel School is a French-run NGO that offers hospitality
training to underprivileged youths in Cambodia. The NGO also assists the students in finding
employment within the hospitality industry once they graduate. OBT has been working in
partnership with Sala Bai since 2009 and in that time we have had 12 OBT students
graduate from Sala Bai. This year we have 5 OBT students attending Sala Bai.
We also have a new partnership with a similar school called Egbok Mission, where we have
4 students studying this year. In 2016 we hope to continue this trend and assist more
students to get a scholarship at Sala Bai and Egbok.

SUCCESES
SALA BAI GRADUATES
Seng Soklay
Twenty one year old Seng Soklay graduated from Sala Bai in
2014 and was the best student from her class. Her parents
sell vegetables by horse car in Chiro village. With the little
money they make they could only support one of their 2
daughters to follow Khmer school. Next to her school she
started the free-of-charge English classes at OBT in 2007.
She’s working as a waitress in a hotel in Siem Reap Provence, and
she now has the opportunity to go to university.
Sithat Phan
Sithat graduated from OBT in 2011. For
women in Cambodia it is traditionally
expected that they will get married
young and take care of the home and
children. Because of this, the number of
women receiving a good level of
education is minority. This is why the
vocational training offered by OBT and
Sala Bai is important as they offer equal
opportunity to both genders and do not
recognize traditional male bias.
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Sithat stopped her studies in Grade 11 as her parents did not have money to support her up
until university. Shortly after joining OBT, she became an English teacher to the children in
Chiro Village. After she has achieved competent speaking and writing level, she was sent to
Siem Reap to train at Sala Bai. She chose the department of food and beverage as it
allowed her to practice more English with the foreign guests.
Since Sala Bai, she has received internships at a number of reputed hotels in Siem Reap
such as the Heritage Suite Hotel and Victoria Angkor Hotel. She now works on the Scenic
Spirit ship. Her husband, also a OBT graduate, works on the same ship. Sithat says, ‘My
husband and I would like to say thank you very much to teacher Pot Sophal, OBT and also
Sala Bai for helping us to get a good job for us and our family. Thank you!’
Chheun Ratha
Ratha, at 22 years of age, is yet another success story for us at OBT. He finished high
school in 2011 at Preas Shihanuk high school, in Kompong Cham province. In 2010, during
his studies at the high school, he learnt and taught English at OBT. After Ratha finished high
school and OBT, he had a chance to study at Sala Bai, intake 10th in Front Office
department in Siem Reap in August 2011.
He says, ’My difficulties during studying at Sala Bai are
communicating confidently with guests, especially irate
costumers. After I graduated from Sala Bai in 2011, my
first experience is Raffles Grand Hotel D’angkor, a
luxurious five star hotel in Siem Reap. In the hotel, I’m a
butler who takes care of the guests who stay in private
villas. I am proud to work as a butler. First, I wanted to
be a receptionist but I was chosen to be a butler by the
hotel manager of Raffles. I love my job so much. In the
future I want to be a professional butler in luxurious
hotels. I am glad that my family supports me. Because if
I compared myself to the past it is really hard to say, I
have a big family; my parents will not have enough
money for me to continue to University. And I don’t
know how I can get a good job. I am grateful that OBT
and Sala Bai provided me a chance to step inside the
hospitality industry. Studying at OBT was important to me - both basic English and practice
including rural activities. I hope that the young disadvantaged children will be taught
English because it is easy for them to find a good job to develop themselves and our
country. To be a modern country they need knowledgeable people, especially to develop
good communication in English. The best thing for me about OBT was having fun with
children about our lessons game, because they liked playing and learning about it.'
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Next year we plan to develop connections with more NGO’s so that we can offer even more
opportunities to our students once they complete their education at OBT. We want to give
the students as much support as we can to help them step into the world of work and obtain
good employment.

FUTURE CHALLENGES
CONTINUING NEED
Chiro Village Mission
OBT provides free-of-charge English and traditional music and dance classes to the children
of Chiro village. These classes improve the children’s chance of continuing their education
and increase their employment prospects. OBT also conducts projects, such as the clean
water project, to benefit the Chiro Village community as a whole. OBT provides children and
all villagers with a safe environment to live, play and grow.
OBT’s greatest challenge is securing the funds necessary to keep our projects going.
Chiro Village Context
Children in Cambodia are offered some schooling free of charge by the
state. These offerings are limited, from secondary grade school and beyond
families pay fees for their children’s school attendance; these fees create an
insurmountable barrier to education for many children.
The primary job opportunity are farming and fishing. With the support of
OBT, youth can apply their English language skills to broaden their job
prospects in the emerging tourism industry as well as in the pursuit of
higher education.
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FINANCIALS
OBT depends primarily on volunteer fundraising, cash and in-kind donations, as well as
earned income for project funding. See a breakdown of OBT income in 2015 on the next
page.

OBT Income 2015
Individual donations

$24,810.81

Fundraising

$6,870.00

Other

$9,172.01

Music Performances

$15,899.75

Total 2015 income

$56,752.57

Many of the donations we received and fundraising conducted on our behalf was to support
specific projects completed during the year. Here is the breakdown of our project spending
for 2015:

OBT Project Expenses 2015
Teacher salaries

15.4%

$8,872.25

Performer salaries (music students)

1.4%

$832.50

Transportation

4.7%

$2,692.24

School supplies

20.3%

$11,698.44

Office expenses

3.4%

$1,944.86

Student allowance

5.2%

$3,006.99

Electricity

1.3%

$752.40

Water

0.3%

$199.88

Food

10.3%

$5,919.76

Construction

23.7%

$13,664.52

Bicycle repairs

0.2%

$103.88

Personal care

0.1%

$66.63

12.9%

$7,455.22

Other (children’s clothes, repairs, seed, land, etc.)

0.8%

$471.58

Total 2015 expenses

100%

$57,681.12

Decoration and environment
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Fundraising Strategies
OBT employs a variety of fundraising strategies and looks to further diversify these efforts
in the near future. Many of our larger construction projects and ongoing initiatives, such as
village breakfast and community drinking water, have been funded by our dedicated and
generous volunteers, whether themselves or through their own fundraising efforts.
Earned Income Strategies
In addition to traditional fundraising, an important part
of OBT’s financial plan relies on earned income
activities. The construction of guest accommodations
on-site in Chiro Village has brought in more regular
income, with a small portion of lodging, food, and
activities (bike rental, fishing trip, ox-cart) revenue
going towards OBT costs, such as teacher salaries. The
rest of the revenue from these visitors goes directly
back to the community members who provide the food
and services. These earned income strategies are more
stable than many more grassroots fundraising efforts
and help reduce dependence on less consistent sources
of fundraising income, such as the Heritage Line music
performances.
Pictured above: youth on their way to perform on the cruise.

How you can help
We are very grateful to all of our volunteers, contributors, and visitors that have given OBT
more and more visibility and funding in recent years. You continued efforts to contribute
directly and share our work with your friends and family are greatly appreciated!

OBT VOLUNTEERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
The OBT family is so grateful to all of our dedicated volunteers, without whom so much of
our work in Chiro Village would not be possible. With more than 65 volunteers in 2015,
several of whom stayed more than three months with us, we have seen a great deal of
progress on a number of school and village projects.
In addition to volunteer work, many OBT volunteers and supporters has also funded OBT
projects and donated to our organization throughout the year. We are so grateful to have all
of your support and look forward to keeping you all updated on the progress we make as a
result of your generosity. Every dollar counts!

Thank you so much to everyone who has helped and supported us!
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